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(Repriut from “The Modem Quarterly").refer1 sure that they must have shaken their heads gravely 
and said to themselves, “No, nothing good can come 
out of this kind of propaganda.” The proletarian 
audience, with hate bnrniâg in their hearts towards 
existing capitalism, drank in the words of these 
romantic admirers of Bolshevism and found in them 
a momentary satisfaction like the drunkard in his 
wine, and like the latter, they did not give thought 
to the disappointment and disillusion that would 
come when the sobering-up process had set in.

What really happened in Russia is this. After 
the first revolution chaos prevailed. The peasants 
did not wait for the provisional government to finish 
its agrarian program. They simply seised the land 
of the big and even small landlords and divided it^ 
They were ready to support any government that 
would ratify what they had already accomplished. 
The army was demoralised, the soldiers having de
serted openly and in groups The soldiers wanted 
peace (as well as the peasants and workers), but 
thej cared very little mhaUkind of peace they should 
get, they wanted jieaçeâiflpt because they were in
ternationalists or pacifists, but because they wanted 
to go home to their families and to the new land 
that they were now acquiring. They eared not 
whether the kind of peace they should get would 
help or hinder international socialism They would 
havT supported any government that would have 
made an end to the war. Still worse were the con
ditions of Russian industry. Transportation was 
disorganized, raw materials'scarce, and in some in
stances unobtainable. The prices of the means of 
life soared to such an alarming height that no manu
facturer could afford to pay workers a living wage. 
As a consequence increased unemployment spread, 
and with it dissatisfaction with the government in
creased. 11 Why doesn’t the government do some
thing Î" the masses demanded. What could the 
government do?

There were only two ways out—either to restore 
order by depriving the peasants of the expropriated 
lands and by shooting down the workers, or ratify
ing the expropriations of the land, nationalize the 
mines and factories, and get out of the war by all 
means. The Kerensky government could not do any 
of these things. It had no loyal army to rely upon, 
and, besides, it was a coalition government It could 
not afford to break openly with either the workers 
and peasants or with the landlords and capitalists. 
There was no middle way The Russian bourgeoisie 
was snail and unorganized and powerless. The 
most sweeping social reforms were possible, reforms 
that would have brought the Russian workers near
er to socialism than the workers of any other country

Neither the Social Revolutionists nor the Men-

polvmie against Kamenev, Steklov and others who 
later became his chief helpers, he made this point 
very clear. "But*" said Lenin, “if we can get the 
government in our hands, we will use it to strength
en the position of the Russian proletariat.” It 
only later that he expressed his belief in the pos
sibility of establishing socialism in present-day Rus
sia.

Ste HE popular and artistic descriptions ,çf the 
Russian Revolution by-J. Reed, Albert Rhys 
Williams and others, served as a warning to 

me not to take seriously anything that romantically 
inclined reporters, dreaming df ^kialism. might 
write about social and economic gestions. What 
has happened in Russia? According to the above- 
named writers, and according to many of their 
friends, the soldiers in' Russia wanted peace, the 
peasants land, and the workers socialism. The 
Kerensky government not giving them what they 
wanted, they then decided to make another revolu
tion. The thought naturally occurred to them that 
if they should make a second revolution within a 
few months after the first, it would be wise to make 
H a Social Revolution. So they did. How very 

^ lÉpiple it was! And how beautifully they have done
*w8‘- It ! Read John Reed or Williams and yon will find

T
was

In a disorganized Russia, with a government that 
had the support of few, it was comparatively easy 
for a small but determined minority to get the state 
power in their hands through a military coup d’etat. 
We must not forget that the Bolsheviki 
first in favor of a popular democratic constitutional 
assembly. They took over the state power until the 
constitutional assembly met. They did not think 
t hen that democracy was a bourgeois prejudice. But 
when the constitutional assembly met, the Bolsheviki 
found that they 
more, they understood that they could not get a 
majority in any national election at all, even though 
they had tried to satisfy the peasants by testifying 
the land expropriations. At once they felt that the 
democratic way would not do for present-day Rus- 

They then dissolved the constitutional 
bly and declared the dictatorship of the proletariat.

This was not enough. Being a small minority, 
they understood weU enough that with freedom of 
speech, press and assembly, with free discussion 
going on all over the country, they would not be 
able to hold ont against the other parties, and they 
therefore had to declare all such institutions to be 
merely bourgeois prejudices, and abolish them. 
But even this was not enough. They also knew that 
though the bourgeois parties could not very well 
compete with them, the socialist parties could, and 
they thereupon began a war of extermination 
against all new and competing radical parties. The 
red terror was more against the Mensheviks and 
social republicans than against the bourgeoise.*.

Now what was the influence of all this on the 
proletariat of other countries?

Long before the war and the Russian revolution 
it was apparent that there was great dissatisfaction 
within the rank and file of the socialist movement. 
Socialism in its last phase, though retaining its

were at
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in the minority, and what iswere
that the mdtera of the Rawrian Revoluti

what bravery they exhibited ! It really sounds

rere

—V.
more like a fairy tale than a statements of facts. 

The Reeds and and Williamses and their kind
6); SUL assem-
.->*v • • are socialists by sentiment . Socialism for them is an 

artistic dream—nothing more. They are • really 
bourgeois intellectuals who come to hate present 
society out of sheer ennui. It is not their business 
to inquire whether Russian productive forces have 
developed to a point where a social revolution is 
possible; nor is it their business to inquire whether 
the peasants could ever be relied upon by the prole
tariat in its fight for socialism. They have seen the 
Russian Revolution, they have seen a grand uprising, 
they have met a few leaders and found them “jolly 
fellows they have read a few revolutionary pro
clamations that sounded terribly revolutionary to 
their tamed American minds—and they liked it all 
At home they also tried to “frighten the philistine»” 
by writing terrible stories and committing as many 
little unconvcntionalities as were permissible in the 
literary circles of Greenwich Village, They liked 
the revolution. It was so different, so much more 

. "dthg they had at anytime dreamed !
I weU remember a debate between John Reed 

and a certain New York Menshevist Reed’s op
ponent, thoroughly educated in Marxism, asked 
Reed whether-he believed that Bolshevism is not 
jwt the'opposite of Marxism. Reed replied in some
what these terms:

w~
V"

8ir

4

m
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1. It was not a question of theory at all. The Bol

sheviki did not come at first with revksade 
execute As a matter of fact, they took over the govern
ment because they were compelled to do It—compelled by 
the circumstances—and whatever they have done h> »es- 
sia, no matter how much we disagree with them, was done 
because there was no other way at the time. It was ter
rible to read that the first proletarian government was 
arresting .hundreds of socialists. The thought the 
first Socialist Republic had to do sway with freedom of — 
speech, press and
socialist tat nevertheless we an felt that there was no 
other way; all this was. the result of 
Above afl, wo knew that It was 

. the

£

Oh. you fellows are not living beings; at heat you are 
always thinking about what Man said or 

>> . meant to any.- What we want la a revelation, and we are 
going to make iW-not with hooka, tat with rlfiea.

«

sheviki correctly understood what they were to do.
Moreover, none of them had the courage to do what 

The sqdWee liked it very much, and through a the objective conditions required of them. The only 
r geqr"WW applause acknowledged Reed the party that understood clearly the latent possibilities
»r of the debate. But if there were socialist* in of the moment was the Bolshevist party Lenin, of ^ f . . .. 1 0gifUl _ |r
audience to whom Marx Ja morethan a name course," knew very well that there could he no qws- traitors to an«data*, even if they did itwtthtta heat eta 
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revolutionary phraseology, had in reality before the the social revolution ; thiy -was just the opposite to - arrive at, la the economic and political sense, 
war become a social reform movement. It is true the tactical consequences of their entire philosophy, 
that the social revolution formally was the goal of Marx knew that revolutions cannot be made at-will, 
the socialist movement. But the term revolution Marx knew that "no social order- ever disappearsN 
had lost its significance ; no practical value was at- before all the productive forces for which there is 
tached to it. Political action had become the all-in:

',w *

And in another book of his, “Dvie Taktyki”
(Two Tactics, p. 89), he plainly says:

\ reactionary ooneluelons.

'■*

H. A-
room in it have been developed ; and new higher

all For the socialist movement the practical relations of production never appear before the 
achievement was its real aim. In theory they were material conditions of their existence have matured 
all Marxists ; in practice they were really Bernstein- jn the works of the old society.” But he knew, 
ians. It is a curious fact that, while Bernstein has ^ moreover, that the “will to revolution,” the class 
lost his theoretical fight against the orthordox Marx- consciousness necessary for the accomplishment of 
ians, he none the less has won over to his side every the revolution, is not something that can be created 
socialist party in Europe, and even those who have by books and speeches. The class struggle that per-

Plechanoff,

Revolutionary social democracy includes in Its activities 
the fight for reforms; this fight is for it a part of the 
struggle for freedom and socialism. „

J

m n
Marx and Engels had also an entirely different 

view of the state than Bakounine. According tp 
Bakounine, two states -must be destroyed before 
anything can be done according to Marx and En
gels. the working class

; -
U

never ceased calling him traitor.
Kautsky, Mehring and others fought against Bern- the workers. The class struggle goes on, whether 
stein’s philosophic heresies only, but modem social- we recognize it or not ; the workers will fight for 
ism, in the form given it by Marx and Engels, is not - any kind of relief they can get in their daily life, 
a philosophy in the usual sense, i.e., it is not one of 
those so-called systems thought out by a philoso'pher 
in his neatly furnished cabinet, without any rela
tions to real life and. the straggles that are going 
on beyond his cabinet. It has nothing to do with 
ultimate eternal truths for which philosophy is

sistently goes on in daily life teaches socialism to
m

m$>•:
6 ;■must first acquire political supremacy, must rise to be the 

leading class of the nation, must constitute Itself as the 
nation (Communist Manifesto, p. 18.) The proletariat will 
use Its political supremacy to wrest by degrees all cap
ital fyom the bourgeoisie, to centralise all Instrument# of 
production In the hands of the state—that is, of the pro
letariat organized as the ailing class. (Com. Man., p. 41.) 
We see then. Instead-of destroying the state, the workers 
must use It to further their ends.

But more than anything else, Marx and Engels 
opposed the Blancist-Bakouninist idea that the re
volution could be accomplished by an armed up
rising of a minority. In what is called Engels’ ‘‘last 
political testament,” his preface to Marx’s ‘‘War 
in France,” published by the Labor News Co., un
der the title ”T 
‘‘with the suce 
ehisc, an entirely new method of the proletarian 
struggle had eome into being and had quickly been 
built up. . . The rebellion of the old style, the 
street fight behind barricades, which up to 1848 had 
prevailed, has become antiquated. ’ ’ He even goes 
on to warn his readers that “the ruling classes, by 
some means or another, would get us where the rifle 
pops and the saber slashes. ’ ’ He also teaches us 
thatthe tÿne is past when revolutions can be car
ried through by small minorities at the head of un
conscious masses. ”

< *r m8 even if we advise them against it. 1
fS%
f The economic conditions have In the first place trans

formed the mass of a country Into wage-workers. The 
domination of capital has created for this mass of people 
a common situation with common Interest Thus this 
mass Is already a class ya opposed to capital but not yet 
united in its purpose. In the struggle . . . this mass un
ites and it is constituted/ as a class for Itself. The Inter
ests which it defends are the interests of its class. But 
the struggle between class and class is a political struggle. 
(Misery of Philosophy. Eng„ p. 189.)

4V

* -m *yi We have no ready made truths,” de-searching.
dared Marx and Engels at the beginning of their*-

re

l bring no dogynas ; we come to interpretcareer ; we
what is going on around us”—and what was going 

around them? A terrible class straggle, a war KLon
for life or death between the upholders of the re
gime and those bent upon destroying it. They fore- 

that it could end in no compromise and could
h Recognizing this, Marx and Engels knew that 

the work and struggles of the trade unions are not 
futile tasks, but are steps in the evolution of the 
class eonsciouness of the workers. Moreover, they 
recognized that everything gained by the workers 
on the economic or political field is a positive gain— 
positive in the sense that it gives to the workers a 
more favorable position in their fight against capi
talism “The undying achievement of Marx,” says 
Clara Zetkin, who is now the most prominent lead
er of German communism, “is the fact that he has 
thrown a firm bridge between socialism and labor 
movement. Thanks to the Marxian conception of 
history.-'we conceived the inner tie between reform 
and revolution in history . . he (Marx) showed us 
that reform and revolution are not two different 
methods of the class straggle . . but two different 
phases of historical development that are organi
cally united.” Every struggle for every reform is 
a step on our way to socialism. Even the super-re
volutionist, Anton Panecok, who left the Comintern 
lx*cause the latter was not revolutionary enough for 
him, has this to say on the relations between reform 
and revolution : “A reform, achieved through a 
struggle, any achieved law in fact that is important 
for the workers, is for the proletariat a gain of 
nower.” Rosa Luxembourg, who is rapidly becom
ing the saint of the communist movement, has ex
pressed the view of every Marxist on reform and 
revolution, in the following words :

1f’MMEevolutionary Act,” he says that 
essHti utilization of the general fran-

• l saw
not be fought with dapper hands or with polite, 
gentlemanly speeches in parliament. In a letter to 
his American friend, Wedemyer, Marx very clearly 
expressed what he thought to be his most important 
contribution to socialist tactics. In that letter he

u
5=

i

said :
f ;

As far a* I am concerned, I cannot claim to haVe dis-r
covered the existence of classes In modern society, or their

Middle-class historians longstrife against one another, 
ago described the evolution of the class struggle, and poli
tical economists showed the economic physiology of the t

V classes. I have added as a new contribution the follow
ing propositions : (1) that the existence of classes is 
bound ’ up with certain phases of material production ; 
(*) that the class struggle leads necessarily to the difc- 
tatorshlp of the proletariat ; (3) that this dictatorship Is 
but the transition to the abolition of all classes and to the 
creation of a society of equals.

Mart, of course, knew very well that the dicta
torship of the proletariat could not eome about as 
a stidden act, as the result of a conspiracy, of a re
volutionary minority. In the International Work
ingmen’s Association (The First Internationale) 
Marx had to fight hard against the Blancists who 
held the above Views ; his hardest fight, diowever, 
was against the tactical views of Bakounine. As is 
well known, Bakounine was at first a very intimate 
friend of Marx, even a Marxist in a certain sense. 
He was the first to translate the Communist Mani-

We are now in a position to make a resume of 
the Marxian conception of the social revolution; 

(1). The social revolution cannot
r

made at
will.

t
(2) The social revolution comes as the euftnma

ting point of a long-drawn-out class struggle.
(3) This class struggle is not created by class 

consciousness ; on the other hand, class consciousness 
is created by the class struggle.

(4) -The workers must continually fight for their 
daily demands; anything gained in this fight, wheth
er by political and legislative reforms does not mat
ter, strengthens the workers in their fight against 
capitalism.

(5) Socialism cannot be established before capi
talism has reached the zenith of its development.

(6) The social revolution will be the mass action 
of the majority of the workers and cannot be the 
act of a conspiracy by a revolutionary minority.

(7) The first act in the social revolution is the 
conquest of political power, the inauguration of the 
proletarian dictatorship, although this dictatorship 
is nothing else than the political rule ^f the working 
class, i.e., the Majority of the population.

(To be .continued)

r

g
3

e
h

3
m
i; fX_i ecctsl-democracv be iyilnit social reforms? Of 

course not. And can we place oar ultimate aim, the social 
revolution, in opposition to social reform? Certainly not. 
The practical strangle for social reforma, tor democratic 
Institutions—a struggle that alms to ameliorate the bfe 
of the working class, on the basis of the existing order, 
such a struggle Is for social democracy the'only way of 
the proletarian class struggle, for the conquest of political 
power and the abolition of wage slavery. (See Reform 
and Revolution—her reply to Bernstein.) *

1 could fill a book with quotations to show that 
this is the view of every Marxist in Europe, bat this 
would be useless and would take up too much of my 
limited space. I will therefore quote only one more 
Authority, one whom I hope no one will accuse of 
reformism. I mean Lenin. The Russian anarchists 
have criticised severely the Russian social demo
crats. who have always held the view that the Rus
sian workers would have to first fight together with 
the other classes for a democratic republic and 
--irirmi other social reforms The anarchists claimed 
that with the social democrats reforms are of prim
ary and revolution of secondary importance. To 
this Lenin replied in his book, “Chto Didst 
(What Is To Be Done, p. 46) :

If festo into Russian. The fight between these two 
giants of the first internationale was entirely on 
questions of tactics ; lpter, in the course of the fight, 
the differences in their respective philosophies came 
to light. Bakounine believed that the social revolu
tion could take placé at any time. The only thing 
needed is a sfhall but determined revolutionary 
minority that should get hold of the state through 
an armed uprising, destroy it and free the people. 
Once they are free, they will organize their social 
life on an anarchistic basis. Bakounine looked with 
disfavor on all the activities of the labor movement 
that aimed at the betterment of the conditions of the 
working class under capitalism. Trade unions 
fighting for higher wages and less hours, political 
socialists fighting for political and social reforms, 
he considered as either fakirs or fools, and regarded 
their activities as harmful to the social revolution. 
First of all, he reasoned, they spend their time on 
worthless things. The condition of the working 
class cannot be bettered under capitalism, anyway, 
but what is more important is that this reform ac
tivity may instill the hope into the hearts and souls 
of the workers that the revolution can be avoided, 
that we can, to use a modern expression, “gradually 
grow into socialism.”

Man and Engels could not agree to this view on

a
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A CRITICAL REVIEW—No 3 of principles and standards, which are taken for granted, 
at least provisionally, and which serve as a base oi refer
ence and legitimation In ail questions ot deliberate opin
ion. so when any given usage or line ot conduct or bene! 
is seen and approved from the modern, point ot view, it 
comes to the same as saying that theft 
and accepted In the light of tnose principles which modern 
men habitually consider to be Anal and sufficient They

conscious ends of the individual members of the
ity. This axiom oi a meliorative developmental trei.___ *
into

a/ -■ coni..,a..
There is no system of economic theory more logical 

than that of Marx, bfo member of the system, no single 
article of doctrine, is fairly to be understood, criticised or 
defended except as an articulate member of the whole and 
in the light of the preconceptions and postulates which 

, afford the point of departure and the controlling 
of the whole. As regards these preconceptions and 

tuiates, Marx draws on two distinct lines of antecedents, are principles of right, equity, propriety, duty, perhaps of 
—the Materialistic Hegelianism and the English system knowledge, belief, and taste
of Natural Rights. By his earlier training he is an adept 
in the Hegelian method of speculation and inoculated 
with the metaphysics of development underlying 
Hegelian system. By his later training he is an expert In 
the system of Natural Rights and Natural Liberty, ingrain
ed in his Ideals of life and held Inviolate throughout. He 
does not take a critical attitude toward the underlying 
principles of Natural Rights. Even his Hegelian 
ceptlons of development never carry him the length of 
questioning the fundamental principle# of that system. He 
Is only the more ruthlessly consistent in working out their 
content than his natural-rights antagonists in the liberal- 
—classical school. His polemics run against the specific 
tenets of the liberal school, but they .run wholly on the 
ground afforded by the premises of that school. The ideals 
of his propaganda are natural-rights Ideals, but his theory 
of the working out of these Idoals in the course of history 
rests on" tSe Hegelian metaphysics of development, and 

his method of speculation and construction of theory is 
given by the Hegelian dialectic. (Veblen).

snape as a belief in an organic or quasi-orgtfnic w. -
Biological) life process on the part of the economic____
muiuty or ot the nation ; ; and this belief carried v__ _ .1
something of a constraining sense of self-realizing çy 
growth, maturity and decay in the life-history of 
or communities.

I

e things are seen

norm l_____-
pos-

,-ns “Neglecting what may for the immediate purpesj Lj-
negligible in this outline of fundamental tenets, u . .« 
bear the following construction.
the hedonist or as^pciational psychology, all splritu-, 
linuity 'and any consequent teleological trend is 
denied so far as regards individual conduct, whei _ 
later psychology, and the sciences which build o.. 1

Evidently these

F principle», which so are made to serve as standards ol 
validity in law and eus tom f knowledge and beliel, 

the the natugç of canons, established rules, and have the 
authority of precedent and prescription. They have been 
deflated by the attrition of use and wont and disputation, 
and they are accepted in a somewhat deliberate 
by common consent, and are upheld by a deliberate public 

precon- opinion as to what is right and seemly. In the popular 
apprehension, and indeed in the apprehension of the train
ed jurists and scholars for the time being, these constit
uent principles of the accepted point of view are 'funda
mentally and eternally right and good ' But this perpet
uity with which they are so habitually invested in the pop
ular apprehension, in their time. Is evidently such a quali
fied perpetuity only as belongs to any settled outgrowth 
of use and wont They are of ap institutional character 
and they are endowed with that degree of perpetuity only 
that belongs to any institution. So soon as a marked 
change of circumstances comes on,—a change of a suffic
iently profound, enduring and comprehensive character, 

, such as persistently to cross or to go beyond those lines 
of use and wont out of which these settled principles have 
emerged,—then these principles and their standards of

(a) One the grou. u ...m are 01

f l«—---V-,»

.

later psychology, insist upon and find suen a teleoit-s- - 
trend at every turn.

manner

(b) Such a spiritual or quae. l_, 
ual continuity and telelogical trend is uncritically an 
as regards the non-human sequence or the seque’-^v 
events in the affairs of collective life, where the 
sciences diligently assert that nothing ot the kind 
cernable, or that, if it is discernable, its recognition 
side the point, so far as concerns the purpose o; a. 
science.”

e

fo S

j

<- Which it to say, I take it, that the later science 
says man alone is endowed with purpose, and 
ever trend of things and events, whatever contin...
and direction of trend there be, to a socialist 
of life shall we say, is to be traced solely to th 
sequences, whether intended by them or not, cf tin
actions anod conduct of men, considered as respons
es to the stimulus of the brute, impersonal foixx s or 
the environment. Marx’s constitution, his nature, 
and his attitude at the moment of impact in 
part decides what will serve as stimulus, 
what the manner and direction of his

Vi\n r
v euii-N the last issue and to some degree in the pre

vious one, I essayed a description of the Hege
lian dialectical conception of the mechanics 

of the evolutionary process. That conception is
validity and finality must presently undergo a revision, 
such as to bring on a new balance oprinciples, embody
ing the habits of thought enforced by a new situation, and 

8 point of departure for his survey of the do- expressing itself in a revised "scheme of authoritative nsi 
main of unfolding human culture (material and im- and wont, law and custom. In the transition from the

L-v-l

as vt vi, t.,medieval to the modern point of view, eg., there is to Sematerial) by means pt his Materialistic Conception 
of history. According to the dialectical conception 
in the^ hands of Marx

response . ..1seen such a pervasive change in men’s habitual outlook, 
answering to the compulsion of a new range of circum
stances which came to condition the dally life of. the peo
ples of Christendom." (Veblen).

be.
To still further illustrate the shift of 

lional ground on that matter of the later post 
winian science on the character of the forces ii: the 
process, from that of the early modem science, n. "1 

throw into high light of contrast Adam Sr. i:, 
point of view .-

précoce j;>-
“The goal of the life-history of the race in a large 

way controls the course of that life-history In all its 
phases, including the phase of capitalism. This goal or 
end, which controls the proies» of human development, is 
Ufe complete realisation of life in all its fullness and the was » composite of two main canons of truth, spec-
realisation is to be reached by a process analogous to the ifically, what is termed the “Hedonist" tenets, and 
three-phase dialectic, of thesis, anti thesis, and synthesis,

t
» v_

The scientific point of view of the classical school
me it .>

Ia conception of an “order of nature” permeated 
with spirituality. The Hedonistic principles were 
drawn on psychological lines, of a conceived nature 
of man, taken collectively and individually, and of

r into which scheme the capitalist system, with its over
flowing measure of misery and degradation, fits as the last 
and most dreadful phase-struggle of the Marxian syatem 
and the evil, (antithetical element) in life is to Marx a 
logically necessary evil, as the an tit béais is a necessary- the motives supposed to control human conduct. The

In his view (Smith) Nature -has made provision (or 
social well-being by the principle of the 
tion which prompts every man to better his' conditio.. : 
individual aims only at his private gain, but is led I 
invisible hand' to promote the public good; human Ls. :u 
tions, by interfering with this principle in the name of the 
public interest, defeat their own end ; but when all sys.enrs 
of preference or restraint are taken away, ‘the obvtou^a: d 
simple system of natural liberty establishes itself 
own acord.' "—(Ency. Britt.)

numan co
/

phaae of the dialectic ; and it is a means to the (socialistic) primary general principle was that the greatest hap- 
consummation, as the antithesis is a means to the syn-* 
thesis." (Veblen). ' . *

Let us now look to the Èngliah olassical school of 
economists, who were subscribers to and elaborat
ory of the system of “natural rights,” from which 
system, Veblen says, Marx derived certain of its pre
conceptions and ideals of liberty. I may also remind 
the reader, so far as Marx’s debt in economic theory 
to the classical school is concerned, that he hitnself, 
in the “Critique of Political Economy,” traced his 
labor-theory of value to Ricardo (1772-1823) and 
through him to Adam Smith (1723-1790), the reput
ed father of that school

piness of the greatest number was the chief purpose 
and end of human association. At the same time, 
the Hedonistic conception of the psychology of the 
individual was that self-interest is the ruling prin
ciple in man’s conduct, but that if each individual T. - , . ,„ . , , It is obvious from that reasoning that Smith I -was allowed his natural right to an unimpeded, ... . PQted gowming and directive power and purpi : e I . ’sphere for the exercise of his economic activity, this _ • ■ l . . ;K.. .. ,, , , . ; ’ , « principle or law of nature, while practically <>activity would work out, even though unintended • „ ,__ ,, J. , . . . ln? to man any power to effect the trend of th, -
bf Wnefical to the commun,!., A grea„r |ban m„., „„ .orki„,. „,,
.t Un*. Upon «I™ re.-oning the. .,..0” of ,,, the pi-oec tor th. good of man, hi, brnnue»
tur.1 rtghu, *b! find out wha, Nature -willed • b, knowing fc,, 5
eranoue theorists worked with th. aunmpt.on th, prin,iples and la„, an<| |o to
■ey.inleW,, moved the individual along the line of ,onlm„nal ,nd nl|i„„a| ^ |
avoid.»* Pam and gaimng plcmmre. In prospective h wi|L s„h ,gai„ „ we „„ „ T
economic activity a balancing of gains in terms of „„„ ,. ... . ... Hegelian cosmology, exhibits the persistence of thetplemmr, „ again, pun-coat, and ,t, calculated re- old .n^iistin pmpenait, .1 man ,» impn.e per,
U.1U, gum., th. laborer or the e.p.Uta. Pam- i|jr „,d wi„ to thinga ,nd foro, ,h, envinin
««t m ,n tarm, oi the irkimeneu, ot labor for outaide himaelft he -know," of them b. h„„ 1

the laborer incurred when the plemmre of idleneaa knowledge of the facta of hi, own pemonalitv he
is deferred, I presume, and “abstinence” for the cap- in fact, projects his

«

I Xo.. iu k

:
v, ; ; »

;x : -
The English classical school of political economy 

was s part of a wider movement of political liberal
ism rising at the high tide of. the 18th century char
acterised by a then new tendency in philosophic 
speculation in moral and legal theory and social, pol
itical and economic doctrine. The new tendency 
developing, it later became known as the liberal-util
itarian movement In its field'of endeavor, it was julist who thus defers present pleasure of spending 
the ideological expression of the new developing or- hia whole income all ^ order that an inerement of 
der of industrialism as against the old.order of a plea8UPe over pain-cost may accrue in the future, 
feudal and agricultural economy whose predomin
ance as an interest Was passing in the nation. Adam 
Smith, Jeremy Bentham, its philosopher, James Mill,
John Stuart Mill, father and son, are some Qf the 
famous names associated with the

h
■?

*rm &
- ■-

l-llt

.4.' .

personality into them.own•V ' r.ome-
times in such fashion as he feel# how he would H' - 
thero to he. So,? ri • a an Almighty Heavenly Father, with 

(Continued on page 8)
Thus the famous “economic man” of the history of 
economic theory. I quote Veblen again on the clas
sical school

|L<<
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ry ot the
postulates past gains to modern account, the metaphysical

of them “Seen through modern eyes and without effort to turn

or pre-movemenU It is the preconceptions
of this classical school, its peint of view with which conceptions! furniture of political economy as it stood 

it went toits scientific work which, for oar purpose aboat mWlle of tw^cmitnry (the nth) may come to
I muLmtanitinw |#,rr ___ -Ll-fl- tnfnrnnf K>Ok QUltO CVtOQI. ThO tWO 1iiH CtOOOJ Of truth Oil

"What la spoken of as a point cf view is always a com- ebotogy. and (b) an uncriticti ooqvictlon that there Is a 
polite affair: same sort of a rounded and balanced system trend in the
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dead was national or International an
pm red to be divided : •’*<*««,_________

As an eyldenee of the feet that men do sneer 
things we rite the following item from “The Daily 
Province ” (Vancouver) Nov. 12, Itti:—
Ejection of London Veteran Halts as Silence Gun

5
VIS IT j|WHHre TO YOÜ1

ElIS
■

Th M EN do strange things in whieh reason ap- 
pears to play no part* it the obeeryance 

'of Armistice day is expected to prodace 
mass emotion it falfil far short—far short even in 
emotional effect Most people concerned seau in V *hw.

m-pf!: some fashion to appear not unwilling to do aa others 
do, and to obey quiescently the general nkase com
manding honor to the dead covering the space of 
two minutes, and so fer as comprehending further 
significance in the ceremony is concerned there is 
no apparent anxiety in evidence.

Standing on the rear platform by our street car 
conductor on Armistice Day—he wore his France 
button—our conversation with him during the two 
minute stop ran along these lines'—our question com
mencing :

"I suppose the substance of this ceremony is re
spect for the deadt”

“Yes, I guess that’s it.”
“I suppose it means all of the dead, Germans as 

well as Allied deadt No use in holding grudges 
now. don’t you think!

“Yes. Sure. Thai’s it. No. I don’t think it is, 
and yet I guess it is. I guess so. No. Damned if I 
know. ”

London, Mov. 12.—While William 0. Bolfe, his 
wife and child** looked on, bailiffs tossed the Bolfe 
household goo* to the street in a poor section of 
London on Tuesday.

Sharp at 11 o’clock the warning gun for the two- 
minute armistice sounded and the bailiffs drew stiff
ly to attention, as did Bolfe. At toe end of the brief 
period of silence, the ejection of the Bolfee eontin-

Ui
%. 7:
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- ued.
■_ VANCOUVER, B. C., NOVEMBER 17, 1924 Bolfe fought throughout the war in the Britishisn army.

A SUCCESSFUL FAILURE What appears to ns lacking in that news item 
is information to the effect that so well drilled a man 
as Mr ÿolfe neglected to help the bailiffs in shifting 
the furniture. We suspect, however, that his ex
periences in peace and in war have made Mr. Bolfe 
a trifle ironical. Or perhaps, like other people, he 
does strange things because his individual actions 
are not called particularly into question since he 
acts in a big company which as usual finds such 
logic as may be needed for its lotions in numbers.

* «r ii O ,tweek or two ago, toward the eve of the 
United States Presidential election 
paign, the La Follette publicists wrote that 

overwhelming support was coming over to the Pro
gressive Party, State by State; and since Coo lid ge 
has gained 14,100,000 popular votes to 8,000,000 for 
Davis and 4,300,000 for La Follette it would appear 
that the electoral barometer is out of order.

The central point of La Follette’a political phil
osophy appears to reach back into the Jeffersonian 
concept that the people are sovereign over their gov

ernment, upon whieh principle there hangs a great 
deal of strife in American political life. The pre
sumption is that, under the terms of the Constitu
tion (plus Amendments) the people elect thwr gov
ernment and that consequently its destiny is in their 
hands. But the Supreme Court may declare, by ju
dicial interpretation, any act of Congress to be in 
violence of the Constitution and so upset the Jeffer
sonian principle concerning the will of the sever-

Aes y: cam--i

m
n u

Eh Thereupon the other passengers proceeded to dis
cuss the matter of whether the dictatorship of thef.

PROFESSIONALIZING THE FIELD OF 
„ EDUCATION

ample of the rest. Her appropriations for the year 
19*20 amounted to nearly six billion dottars, and of 
this huge sum, according to Dr. Rosa of the United 
States Bureau of Standards, 92.8 per eent. was 
spent on account of past wars and present

a;yIF B, F, W MOORE
HE following extract from the “Weekly Pro

vince*’ of August 14th, 1924, is self-explan- ments, and Vfeth of 1 per cent, on education. (Soc- 
atory : “The greatest task of the Canadian ial Service Bn lei tin, for April, 1921).

Teachers’ Federation is that of professionalising 
the field of edneation, stated H. C. Newland, MA.,

r- T arma- >

\*' Under these circumstances one could hardly ex
pect the multitude to develop much interest in, or 
possess a great thirst for education of the scientific 
variety. The extremely moderate desire that does 
exist is confined, for the most part, to the wealthier 
classes whose progeny have the time and the money 
to supplement the comparatively meager advantages, 
that the expenditure of so disgracefully small a 
percentage of the nattons! revenue has been the

;
hg LLB., of Edmonton, president of the Federation, in 

his presidential address this morning to the dele
gates here in convention. “The performance of this 
Is conditioneed in two ways: (1) “ . . . . teachers 
must assume the leadership in dealing with educa- 
tioiiSl problems, and in framing educational policy. 
There can be no doubt that if the people of Canada 
really believe in education as they believe in medi-

n. eign people as directly applied through the pre
vailing electoral system. Child Labor Laws, Work
men’s Compensation Acts, Railroad Rates bills, In
come Tax laws, Labor Laws of one sort or another 
have been discovered to be unconstitutional from 
time to time and the judicial interpretation of the 
Constitution which, until 1913, allowed a wide use 
of the injunction process to stop strikes, reserving 
its use to the government, has harassed the trade 
union movement in such strivings as it has made.

It is here that La Follette secured the endorsa- 
tion of the official trade union movement, in advo
cating placing restriction upon the veto power of the undoubtedly honest and possesses the hi, 
Supreme Court over legislation by Congress. He with regard to education, but unfo, 
had the pledged sd)>port of the A. F. of L., the So-^ 
cialist Party of America and the progressive farm
ers, and these, with such others as were attracted 
to his progressive banner brought him the vote re-

6*. •
I

means of providing for the poor. How then could 
cine, or dentistry, or law they would expect expert we expcct jhe ^ who constitute the bulk of the 
guidance from teachers as from doctors, dentists, 
or lawyers, and would also pay the cost of ednea
tion far more willingly and gracefully. (2) Teaeh-

population of every country, to have that enthus
iastic love of education that would inspire them to 
insist on its development for its own sake, that is 
along lines that coincide with the development oi 
the human race 1

%■
St.

ere themselves must receive a training in scientific 
edneation which compares in intensity and in dura
tion with a course in medicine or law.”

#
/

How the acquisition of theae ideals was auto-The President of the Teachers’ Federation is
.est ideals

,;*■

matically prevented in the past is graphically de
scribed by Achille Loria in his “Economic Founda
tions of Society.’’ On page 151 occurs the follow
ing: “The privileges of the owning class as a group 

,. finally engendered such a condition of affaire that 
it became irrational, and even dangerous to ex
tend political power to the non-owning classes. In

itely underÏ?
in whose contin-the surveillance of a political sysi 

ued existence depends on the mi 
populace, they are absolutely imposai: 
ment.

rape of tl
>

ati
We admit that his views on an intensive

course of scientific training are both correct am, 
practical, but an important question remains to be short the intellectual capacity necessary to good 
asked: Would teachers be allowed the.privilege ac-* government was developed among the proprietary 
corded to doctors and lawyers, to develop their art claaers M their wealth increased, and opportunity

the needs of humanity Î w“ thu* afforded of cultivating the higher virtues
of the mind.. The disfranchised classes, on the other 

yera are not incidental to the exposures of the eeon- hand, lost intellectual power with their increasing 
omic causes of human degradation, whereas that Is misery and degradation, and relapsed into greater

corded.
('ooljdge as the acknowledged candidate of big 

Business meant nothing insidious or harmful in pol
itical life to the American voter, nor did Tea Pot 
Dome, nor the Lorimer Bank scandal, nor did the 
apparent marketing, huckstering snd jerrymander
ing of Republican or Democratic nominating con
ventions mark any hesitation on the part of labor to 
accord its sanction. But two or more years of an 
uninterrupted chance to work under a Republican 
administration meant something; an Immigration 
Restriction Act meant something. Labor likes that 
sort of thing, and while it may lend a-tolerant ear 
to expositions whieh concern its status, from present 
plans to theoretically curb the power of big business
to town planning in the new Jerusalem, it plumps barren it is may be judged from the feet (stated
for what it sees immediately ahead. under different circumstances in another artide( roped with has, no doubt, inspired the leaders of the ‘ ^

Some men are well placed in opposition snd Ls that the intellectually sluggish inhabitants of the Worker’s Educational Movement to give e<preipkm; O -
Follette__if it is not too tremendously compromising capitalistic world of today are indifferently content to such sentiments as are embodied in the following f i s# W
to be able to acclaim Ms failure—may have no rea- with the allocation of a shamelessly small pereem excerpt from the Social Service Bulletin for ifeuggf

to regret his nonsaeeess. As in the case of the togs .of the international revenue towards purpose* tember 1922, The weeds are said to have >—
Lebor Government in Great Britain BraDsW’s of education, while a proportionately large stttmnt *P<*en by Ftanrfa (John of the International ~
words are well given—they have lost office and'have is squandered on wan anf defence. In this reaped toe* Garment Worker’s Union at the first worker
found a chance to rediscover their principles. the United States ÂigM be quoted as a typical ex- < (Continued on page 1)

m in strict accordance with 
We think not. The researches of doctors and lew-

ik-* »muomic eacrars 01 numan ucgmuauuu, wuriri* uhu « . —----------- ’ :— ---
precisely the target to whieh the aim of a group of brntiahness aa the distinction between the rich and 
scientific teachers with an honest desire to give the the poor became more marked. This mental degrad- 
best service, would tend. It follows that the legal ation of the non-owning.classes involved politics! 
and medical men would incur none of that enmity incapacity aa well, and made it socially necessary 
that must accrue to the teacher if he dare to b

t

u
h

___ __________ __  .. tp deprive them of privileges which they could only
fit edneation by metaphorically fertilising the soil hsV6 exercised In an irrational and brutal manner, 
in whieh alone it can yield a satisfactory crop. How involving thp entire society in anarehy and ruin. ”

The belief that these conditions are still to be “ *
■i
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HBHM
Another Slant on Neo-Marxism

: ' i V jr.
:•]

.

i .1
• ^

Z">| OMB time within the pnst few years otir friend organized by the" very mechanism of the process of
^ “C” became intoxicated with a ‘new idea of ' "»»*»« production ileetr The monopoly of capital be

Ny social regeneration It was a nurely ‘omes a fet,er on the mode ol l rodac,Mn- whlch
. . ^ sprang .up and flourished along » and under it.

rational consideration on his part that impelled him ralllation of 1he meane of production and socialisation of 
to take his fondest theory out in the back-yard and abor at last reach a point When Ibev become in com 
strangle it—metaphorically speaking. The desin patible with their capitalist integument. Thi? integu 
“to be something in the political life of the com meQt « burst asunder The knell of capitalist private

property sounds The expropriators are expropriated."

it were—which so disturbed4he “norms and trends’’ 
> f social-democracy in Germany that the entire 

cturv collapsed. It has since been rebuilt and 
Odelled and is now an adjunct to another cycle

Cen-

• I
:.ê xpropriation. Which is not an unmixed evil- 

irding to Marx.
• fie

I am not so naive as to say, 
• lift if the revolutionary socialists had won out overce'* mun’ty” and £Ee “exigencies of protagonism ’’ were 

ns dust in the balance, as against the desire to be up- 
to-date in philosophical speculations! Disappointed 
in his expectations of a proletarian upheaval, he dis
carded the theory of class struggle for that of equity 
between class and class. Abandoning the barren 
fields of economics, he ascended the Olympian 
heights of philosophy. There, in company of kin 
dred spirits who had preceded him. he evolved a 
philosophy which, in its application to those who 
disagree with it in any detail, presents the aspect of 
a stern and holy religious crusade. Like the sinner 
who has found “salvation” he imputes to his form
er companions in. sin, who refuse to embrace the 
“new faith” whole-heartedly and without reserva 
tions, the vice of “violent preconceptions, 
“distrust of constitutional procedures,” of “hatred 
of labpr parties, ”—in short all the sociological and 
philosophical transgressions to which he himself has 
confessed by the rather naive admission in one of 
his articles: '‘that I have been that way myself.” 
“C’s” new faith is not a simple one. His doctrine 
is neither symmetric or synthetic, like the dialectic 
Marxism of “R.” On the contrary it meanders 
through the Clarion columns, discursively attempt
ing a reconcilation between the dynamic idea of the 
class struggle and its antithesis—“community in
terests.”

• ir evolutionary rivals in the struggle for control 
the German S. D. P. the cumulative results would 

• vc been substantially different. Reformers who 
“■re wont to point with pride to the great aehieve- 
i iits of social reform in Germany prior to the 

“purposeful pisode” now view with alarm the increasing de- 
of its irresistible and v v;dation of the workers and middle class in that

In the above exposition o; the transition from 
capitalism to socialism—there is no ambiguity. It 

with the inexorability of cosmic law. Social 
ism must come ! Thete is no room in the Marxian

1occurs

synthesis for the intervention of fortuitous cir
cumstance. or the idiosynerac’i s ofo s men” to alter the course

Yet **C" the neo-Darwinian- :ntO- Hours of labor lengthened, through the
c‘ -nomic crisis and the abrogation of the state’s

“timeless” process.
Marxist, says that “Socialism is not inevitable by 
virtue of a trend in the nature of things. Man Ls the 1 -ht to intervene with the right of free contract

lit ween master and man,” the “people’s property” 
or municipal and national enterprises,, auctioned off 
t" private capitalists, increasing degradion of the 
i asses, is now the aspect which that once ideal land

In the lastonly purposeful factor in the process.” 
sentence appears the influence which some of these 
“psyches,” who are neither Darwinians nor Marx 
ians, have over our friend “C.” 1 refer to Prof.
XYm. MacDougal, professor of psychology at Har- Taking issue with my statement in apresents.

recent article, “that the progressive degradation of 
the European was a fact’’ our friend “C” by a ser- 
h s of artful evasions and nicely balanced sentences,

vard University. At a recent session of the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science at To
ronto- he made this announcement : “In general biol

mechanistic neo-Darwinism is bankrupt proceeded to differentiate the mechanistic working
< : the capitalist system as a whole into separate

ogy the
before the problems of evolution.” There has been 
a rapid change, said he, from the scientific mater- and independent motions, labelled “episode” (war) 
ialism of Huxley and his contemporaries when the 
idea of purpose was discarded. In those days the 
world and all living things in it were presented selecting favorable “motions” and the exclusion of 
to us with ao much prestig, and confidence as'onc other factors which are an essential part of the

real conditions of capitalism he builds up an

“aftermath,” (depression) “disturbing factor,”
“norms and trends.” and what-not. By a process of

vast system of mechanistic determination that one 
seemed to be placed before two acutely opposed imaginary
alternatives: “on one hand science and universal fils in with his theory. Has
mechanism : on the other hand, humanism, religious criterion worth a “hoop in Hades” other than his
mysticism and superstition.” Today, the whole desire for social-democratic progressive policies,

that the “episode” and “aftermath” are not at

“normal economic" process” which 
C” any otherWhenever I hear Christian sectaries “argufying 

the scriptures” among themselves I immediately 
get out of earshot, knowing that the discussion will 
be s most sterile one, as for every Roland that one 
of the disputants conjures from the Good Book, his 
opponent calls forth to combat an Oliver. Likewise 
with the Marxian scriptures: devotees, sectarians 
and interpreters! In my opinion the Book of Gen
esis contains the “fundamental” proposition on 
which rise the infinite variety of Christian cults.

. While making no claim whatever to be counted 
among the persons on whom “C” confers the title 
of Marxian I submit that in the “Historical Tend
ency of Capitalist Accumulation” (thirty-second 
chapter “Capital” voL 1.) Marx sets forth in a 
vivid word picture a brief but illuminating descrip
tion of the working out of his entire system from 
“fundamental proposition”to final”consummation.” 
Space forbids quotation at length, but we must hark 
back to Marx’s conception of the transition from 
capitalism to socialism, being as brief in quotations 
as possible. According to Herr Marx, the history 
of all political societies of the past, as well as the 
present epoch, is a history of struggles bet wren the 
exploiters and thex exploited. At a certain histori
cal periotT the genesis of capitalist accumulation ap
pears. A new mode of production develops, con- 

y stantly accelerated by the expropriation of the in
dividual private property of the small producer.

“As soon as this process of transformation has suffl-

situation is changed, said he. Then he went on to 
dwell on the “mysteries oMiuman life.” and “the present the real “norm and trend” of capitalist 
stedfast purposive adaptive striving of a resolute society in the here and nowf

“C*’ contends that the present degradation o£ .personality.” I fancy MacDougal is one of those kin
dred spirits with whom “C’ireflects on the mystery the European workers did not issue out of the “nor- 
of human life.” It scenic rather peculiar that “C” mal economic process,” but is an “episodal result 
who quotes, in support of his “new” theory, the of ihe late war.” What then was the war a result 
modems from Dewey to Tawney, never mentions or of. the immediate “normal economic process” or 
quotes from the very fountain-head of revisionism, the result of some other episode ; which was again
Bernstein’s, “Evolutionary Socialism” (1898). Yet the result of episodes, without end? As an indica-
Bcrnstein in his work which was influenced by prag- tion of some of these norms and trends, which he 
matic .considerations and a desire that the German - has not in mind, I will refer “C” to “Foreign 
S. D. Party should become purely a party of soe- Affairs” July 1924, which contains a series of re- 
ial reform, advances all of the arguments against plies given, in the House of Commons, by the Under 
revolutionary socialism, which are now used by Secretary of Foreign Affairs to E. D. Morel, on the 
‘C.” Bernstein, in his introduction to “Evolution- expansion of the Austrian state armament industry ; 
ary Socialism.” which is well worth reading espec- the British Government being a participant in a
ially in view of recent events in Germany, says: “I loan to Austria. It appears that under the treaty
am fully Conscious that it (his viewpoint ) differs in of St. Germain Austria is forbidden to export war 
several important points from the ideas to be found munitions; the manufacture of which is “legally”

0 >

I

/
:

■> in-Karl Marx and Engels—men whose writings have confined to one state factory. In spite of the treaty, 
exercised the greatest influence on^iv socialist line 
of thought. , . I have now a cont^^ersy with soc
ialists who. like me, have sprung from the llarx- 
Engels school; and 1 am obliged, if I am to maintain
ray opinions, to show them the points where the and exporting their products, which included “1,- 

ctently decomposed the old society from top to bottom, as Marx-Engels theory appears to me especially mis- 000.000 rifles to Jugo-Slavia manufactured at the
soon is the laborers are turned Into proletarians, iheir taken or 
means of labor Into capital . . the» further expropriation 
of private proprietors takes a new form. That which 
ls now to be expropriated Is no longer-the laborer work
ing for himself, but the capitalist exploiting many lab-
orers. This expropriation is accomplished by the action associates who held to the “catastrophic” collapse 

-j' of the Immanent laws of capitalistic production Itself, tgf capitalism, that the viewpoint he represented
:i the.centralisation of capital. One capitalist always kills 

4 v many, and lh hand with this centralisation, or the expro-
priatiea of many capitalists by the few, develop, on an 

ÿ?»...*"' ever-extending scale, the cooperative form of the labor in the Marx-Engels system.

or because of it. it seems that the principal Aus
trian industry is the manufacture and export of war 
munitions to the surrounding countries. Six am
munition factories are now illicitly manufacturing

Ï 1
» * ^mi* 1
ÿ ?» $

m

contradictory.’’ (Emphasis mine.) That Steyr works, and between February and April 20 of 
was s straight forward manner in which to approach this year, 116 wagon-loads of infantry ammuni-

The Labor Government
-5

- ,v7:
the question. He did not seek to prove, by a method tion to the same state.
of indirection and innue ndo, directed against his Under-Seeretarv for Foreign Affairs said, “he was

that the illicit export of war material from 
was Austria had taken place on various occasions.” 

/Marxian. On the contrary, his object was to de- But the “matter was being carefully watched by 
monstrate the mistakes and contradictions inherent the Organ of Liquidation in Austria.’’ It appears

As is well-known to that both the British and French have established 
students of socialist history, Bernstein and his fol- armament factories in Austria under the auspices

i
aware

m a

■ :
vÿy "Along with the constantly Shnlnlehlng number of th». lowers finally gained control of the German Social of the League of Nations and both are “busily en-

fhngnttM of capital, who usurp and monopolise «Bad- Democracy. The party policy became that of com- gaged selling the most mode re implements of de- 
;. ;ya*Ugs« of t«» promise, permeation of the bourgeois state, class struetion to both rides in a possible war. The more

With this too grows Bte revolt of the working -»— peace, policies which seemed a huge success, un we sell to one group, the easier is to persuade 
I’IyT ri class always iaerikitie'to na**ers,4tiid disciplined, a»- en “episode” (the Great War) “jnst happened" Contieued on page

.
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By j. a. McDonald.
■£=£ISb*■
Etraising pigeons. This estimate, if correct, wouldThere are ample factors to account for thv preA VINO already shown that neither Marx 

nor the Socialist Party of Canada ever 
stated or inferred that all social reforms 

necessarily inimical to social progress, I will 
now try to elucidate the position of the revolution
ist in the modern working class movement.

On this continent we have a population of ap
proximately one hundred and thirty-five millions of 
people. These are divided up into several national 
groups which, to a certain extent, compete with each 
other. But, taken on the whole, we are confronted 
with the fact that regardless of national boundaries 
practically all of them obtain a living in the same 
manner. From the owners’ "standpoint, too. it can 
easily be shown that the house of Morgan, and simil
ar concerns, are interested in the exploitation of 
Canadian and Mexican resources and workers just 
as much as those of the United States.

While no section of the world has witnessed such 
a-rapid development of industry, commerce and 
finance during the past quarter of a century as this 
continent, yet.it cannot be said with any degree of 
accuracy that the intellectual development of the 
masses has kept pace with the strides made in the 
field of .production and exchange.

If we were to add up the total membership of 
those political and industrial organisations which 
claim adherence to the revolutionary faith we would 
have an aggregate of less than fifty thousand mem
bers. Even'in, arriving at this conclusion we would 
hive to accept each group’s estimate of its own 
numerical strength. -,_

This showing is in all conscience weak enough 
even could we grant that all of these were Marxian 
students, possessing a fair working knowledge of 
social forces, and being imbued with a desire to 
accomplish a profound social change. Yet the facts 
of the ease are that the great majority of even this 
limited number are merely discontented workers 
who feel the pressure of the system, but who cannot 
analyse or explain the cause of social conditions. 
Only a very small fraction of this total represents 
the elepient which has given serious consideration 
to working class problems.

So far as a revolutionary"i

H vailing lethargy, but the enumeration of such would count for the fact that so many ex-membera, after 
be outaide the scope of this article. Enough, for the getting the rudiments of an economic education, 
present, to realize that such is the case. In view of drift into the role of Marxian Monks. They refrain 
this situation, we can state without tear of success- from any participation in educational work. - 
ful contradiction, that the conscious endeavor to dis
possess the ruling class and introduce a social form 
whçre production will be carried on for use is con
fined to those groups that are engaged in education
al work.

1
were

A knowledge of the class struggle, and the ma- ‘ 
terialist conception of history is just as essential to '• 
working elaas progress as to be able to grasp the J 
fine points of the law of value, and the theory of 
surplus value. Lacking these fundamentals, we are 
likely to discover fairly well versed economists ad
vocating an excursion into the broader field of labor

1

There may be strikes and rebellions, and politi
cal elections resulting in apparent victory, but the 
revolutionary import of such mass outbreaks is not 
sufficient to stimulate any great enthusiasm until 
a proper concept of the struggle obtains. Back in 
1911, the Social-Democrats of Germany registered 
more than four millions of votes in a national elec
tion, but there is now no necessity in consuming 
space to relate what happened when the world war 
broke out. In the presidental election of four years 
ago, here in the United States, more than a million 
voters staggered blindly to the support of the 
Socialist and Farmer-Labor parties, but in the pre
sent campaign even the leaders of 'these “revolu
tionary” groupes are found in the petit bourgeois 
camp of Lafollette.

The strength of an organiaation can be judged 
fairly well by the number of propagandists it pos
sesses. If the peart y is strong and flourishing it is 
only because of the fact that it has a considerable 
number of members equipped with the necessary 
knowledge, and that these members are losing no 
opportunity of presenting their ease. Stagnation 
and decay reflect a loss of those who previously car
ried on the revolutionary activities

The extension of study classes is the crying need 
of today. We must provide the masses with the 
intellectual armor and weapons necessitated by the 
nature of the class struggle. In this respeet no or
ganisation on the continent has functioned better 
than the S. P. of C. in times past I remember a 
few years age here in ’Frisco there were four classes 
conducted simultaneously by as many organisations, 
and every one of the instructors were et-members of 
the 8. P. of C.

This does not imply that even this Party always 
took advantage of the opportunities offered. In 
my estimation too much stress was laid on econ
omies at the expense of the class struggle. It has 
often appeared to me that teaching economies in 
Vancouver was a form of recreation. It was a 
more congenial hobby than gathering stamp* or

politics.S'
As to the benefits sec ruing from such an UwYW ; 

tion, frankly, I can see none. Labor parties, in outer 
countries, have succeeded in routing their opponents 
and forming governments of their own political 
leanings but these have not been conducive to Re
volutionary progress. The varions states of Aus
tralia have elected Labor Governments many ti 
since the beginning of the present century. In those 
perries were also to be found individuals mouths 
ing phrases from Marx and Engels. But what h*||H 
been accomplished from a working class staild-|^W;

The same poverty and degradation is apparent Ï 
there as here. A Labor Government passed a War 1 
Precaution Act in which free speech and free press

i
fe-

- if

i
point t

ruthlessly suppressed. Striking workers are 
shot down by labor troop* when they dare to at- 

betterment of conditions Unemployed 
clubbed by labor police for the crime of

were

tempt a 
masses are
holding protest meetings on the public streets. A 
Ijabor Premier asks for votes because his govern- % 
ment presents “a safe, solid bulwark against re-

(£'■ ■*-
&

volution.”
These arc the résulta of experience and even the 

few who are able to quote Value, Price and Profit 
are swallowed up in the maelstrom of reaction 
Nothing is gained but mneh can be lost. It is not a. 
question of what the world may do to us so much as 
what we can do to the world that matters now. How 

obtain the best results from our efforts

i

F-*

fe*
can we

It is still my contention that we can do most by. 
confining our labors to the educational field for the * 
present. We can easily find means to secure the at
tention of sufficient workers to make our endeavors 
pay. Wre can present bur philosophy in the serenity 
of the class room to far greater advantage than aim
lessly wandering in wider fields The present is ours 
to utilise, the future will take care of itself.

is concerned
there is no such entity on this continent today. 
True, there is lots of life and activity and social pro
gress, but even our philosophical aerobata, in all 
their versatile contortions, cannot eonjhre forth 
anything that could be termed a 
working class marching in the^ general direction of 
their own emancipation.

/
of the

Interpreting the Marxian Position,
iBY C. LESTOR

evolution, so that the domination of Capital may n(M > j 
coarse and give place to the higher system that wls . JHE policy of the Party is now under discus- give the Marxian position. I take the following 

non, and as an old-timer I feel very much from the Encyclopedia Britannica, as I think it fits 
interested in the matter. The articles by the case exactly.

“C” do not ring true; they echo with the clap-trap , groat
of compromise. A party, like an individual, has its __p* a—u the

particular psychology and the 8. P. of C. has evolotloa of Capital Is governed by natural laws, the ta 
its own particular characteristics that distinguish it evitable feeder*cy of which la towards BorisIt Is 
from Other organisations. In the days of our youth the great atm of Man to revest the taw of the 
we went forth seeking battle with .everything and roovemeDt 01 modern ümcs Now the 
everybody that sanctioned the continuance of* the
present system. We hated reformers whole hearted- ^hj.iu. dedtae of Its 
ly and mopped them up gleefully. They were so 

/ afraid of us that they hotted the doors and guild- it ta 
ed them with the police to prevent us from getting 
in every time they held a

T i
The policy and tactics of the Party in the aid 

days were in line with this interpretation of Mara- ft;
ism. ' -V

work of Marx may be described as an ex-
critlctam*of Capital Bat It Is tadtreeUy aa

Dpes the Encyclopedia interpret Marx eorreotlyf - 
“C” says that we took in the old days an afiti-HK 7 
form attitude. This is correct but we never opgwani: 
those forces that were‘moving in the right direc
tion. Reforms of a reactionary character, that ia 
say, reforms that we judged would retard the eve-.3^ 
lutkmary process, we ruthlessly expose^ as ptugfep 

tin..- The economic and political develop-^:

own
K .

by Capitalis
therefore, the natsral history of Capital, the rise.

Srv
of that tale wbteh &theand you

of a"Hence the great task ef the Marx toIs a are tanging all radical parties n I -1
gether, and 
to^Irhat they formerly did. The

aWhat glorious
days those jwere! And now “O” tells aa we 
wrong. He implies that

*i
of the early ■ to by anevt-

taetics and policy need 
We call ourselves Mandata. Let me try «o bat te

totoeee.il*the
•"•‘T»Ofre'
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and thus the very nature of this act, to Impart to the now 
oppressed proletarian class a full knowledge of the con
ditions and of the meaning of the momentous act It la 
called upon to accomplish, this is the task of the theore
tical expression of the proletarian movement. Scientific 
Socialism.” _

_ to take * dogmatic stand against the opportunists 
-ürho from time to time appeared in the movement.

- We eomSdered H oer saered duty to keep to the 
straight aad narrow path and hew to the line. We 
did more good work then than we are doing now.
It may be eoneeded that the general level of intel
ligence in the labor movement has been raised aa a
result of oar efforts and in consequençe labor parties parliamentary honors form Labor Parties and chase that are incidental to a moribund capitalism,
are coming nearer to us. What we have to do the illusions of reform, the S. P. of C. must be true

to itself.
“The proletariat cannot raise itself without the concerning the economic causes of their troubles the 

whole of society being sprung into the air.”
My experience in Britain caused me to respect possible would be a wonderful asset to humanity :

the Socialist Party of Canada and its platform more and in the meantime it only remains for such
than I had ever done before. What we want is as manage to acquire the “intensive training”

rnent unconsciously but the object of his articles is comrades who arc worthy of the organization to to follow the dictates of truth and honesty, by
.to satisfy his own ego and to put something across, which we have the honor to belong. All onr troubles “proving all things and holding fast to (and after-
He has not yet proved that the cataclysmic theory have been caused by individuals coming amongst us wards disseminating) that which is good."
it wrong. The earthquake comes suddenly ; the and trying in variouk insidious ways to undermine

are unseen and the foundation upon which we stand.
The policy of the paper, that is the articles that 

appear In the paper, should be written with the 
idea of advancing the interests of the Party, not re
tarding them. It would do some of the comrades 
good to travel a little more. The world moves, but 

individuals do not realise the change that is'

m
ucation cannot evolve aa it ahould until the prodig
ious barriers to its progress are removed—those bar
riers involved iu the necessity of squandering bil
lions of dollars, and the lives of millions of human 
beings in bellicose -activities incidental to war and 

This is the task of the Socialist Party of Canada, defence; in chauvinistic patriotism ; in misleading

%
k-

I vet those who are after a cheap trip ticket to propaganda ; in fact in all the disheartening effects

me- I When the time comes—and it is fast approaeh-
«Ü •- ing, that the nations will demand real informationia to go on with onr work in our own way.

The fault with “C” is that Be searches Marx to 
find things to fit into the particular theory that he 
desires to formulate and promote. He Ignores every
thing that does not support his own point of view. 
A-writer of this description may help the move-

feft,
rain v intensive scientific training of as many teachers as

1 to
the

r et
are ?

i?

- forces working to bring it about 
often unknown, but the result of their operations 
appears quickly and vividly. The birth of the 
baby is a snden culmination of what has been here-

iber ' CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND

m J. Nelson, $1; Wm. Mitchell $3; P. Chadwick 
$3.50; “B. L. J.” $1; Wm. Clarkson $7.75; T. B. 
Roberts $3.

Above, C. M. F. receipts from 1st tq 13th Novr., 
ineluive," total $19.25.

tofore a alow process. The chicken appears from the 
egg alive and joyous, not slowly and piecemeal, but 
all at once. The French Revolution, the Russian 
Revolution, in fact all great changes come With

enta
leal
re- many

taking place in the minds of the slaves. There is a 
spectacular rapidity whether preparations are made demand for and an appreciation of the propaganda 
for them or no. The Social Revolution can be po 0f the Socialist Party of Canada,—old style. The 
exception. Under the system supply, in spite of Clarion is not appreciated to the extent it should be, 
monopoly, still has to anticipate demand and the but if it contained less of the piffle of “C” and more

of the straight issue it would supply better the de
mand of the groping slave for light.

hu
mor :

i ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WARuriJK

rent! 

Wer 1

future cannot be accurately forecasted and antici
pated. Every individual puts certain causes into 
operation every day of his^life. There is a general 
remit of the snm total of the causes and effects 
that cannot be gauged beforehand. The economic 
factor is, however, the factor that determines. We 
havé to deal with what comes and base our actions 
upon a study of the economic development. Capi
talism contains within it a contradiction that will 
destroy it We build upon that. “The forces of social 
production are in revolt against the anarchy that 
exists in exchange.” The powers of production are 
increasing. The system is now cramping the econ
omic development in every part of the world. The 
productive forces are struggling for free operation. 
In order to maintain the profit system the capitalist 
class are driven into such a position that they hold 
back the economic development and hinder the free 
play of the productive forces. The straggle becomes 
fiercer as the barrier raised against the inevitable 
becomes higher. We find that we move more 
quickly now than at any period in the world’s his
tory. We travel further in a year now than we did 
in ten be lb re the war. Events of great import come 
upon us thick and fast. The war, the revolutions 
and conflicts following the war, the Conferences in 
Europe and elsewhere, the Fascist!, the Dawes plan, 
the Chinese little squabble and a hundred and one 
things are indications of the economic undercurrents 
that are at work. How much longer will the barrier 
holdt A little temporary relief may be obtained by 
another war over the markets of China and the 
trade of the Pacific, but a complete breakdown, sud
den and terrible is inevitable. This is my personal 

' view of the matter. “Oh Revoluton, thon awaitst 
not the well-timed day and hour, thou com est sud 
suit of our efforts and in consequence labor parties 
doily, blind and fatal aa the avalanche.” Many 
hold that the transition period- would be less violent 
and protracted than any other that had preceded 
it. The world is moving like a movie film and as the 
eputnaa are inter-related we may expect them te 
be engulfed all together in the throes of an eeon- 

isk an economic crisis from which there is 
outlet within the confines of Capitalism. The 

probVm is solved according to Engels by the pro- 
; letariat seising the publie power, and by means of * 

^ it transforming the socialised means of "production 
(new dipping from the,hands of the bourgeoisie), 
because they epnnot be any longer profitably op- 

■É^al^lggjtied, into public property. Note that Bttgeh does 
•“* ^”*1 a slow move but a sudden seizure of the

By PETER T. LECKIE

Note: Marx’s view was that as this revolution 
was the expropriation of the few by the many it 
would be g rapid one, more rapid than any of its 
predecessors, owing to the fact that they had been 
expropriators of the many by the few. Marx may 
be mistaken, and so may '“C”, and so may we all.L.
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em* % PROFESSIONALIZING THE FIELD OF 
EDUCATION

* (Continued from page 4) 
educational conference : “It has always been our
conviction that the labour movement stands con
sciously for the reconstruction of society. It strives 
towards a new life. It dreams of a new world where 
economic and social justice will prevail, where the 
welfare of mankind will be the aim of all activity, 
where a sturdy love and fellowship capable of en
during daily wear and tear will replace competi
tive greed, distrust, and selfishness. To attain this 
end, it is necessary not only to accumulate know
ledge, but to develop a social conscience. With this 
end in view we set out to organise onr educational 
work.” and with comparatively great ease, we might 
add, they can do so, being supported by a labour - 
union ; but let the pedagogical employees of a gov
ernment, the factors of which are, for the most part, 
satellites of the big financial interests, dare to try 
to develop a social conscience that is not in every 
way compatible with the continued acquisition of 
profits, and they will soon discover that money man
ipulators hold the star parts on the world’s stage 
today, and that under the circumstances teachers 
cannot be permitted to take the lead in organizing 
education other than on a basis compatible with the 
further development of our present system of human 
exploitation.

Such reactionary organization could, easily be 
arranged amidst all the appearances*>f perfect free
dom simply by choosing from educational circles 
leaders whose ideals were compatible with such am
bitions as" châracterize the leaders of imperialism.

Let the average teacher, however, receive that 
“intensive training in scientific education” which 
would, of course, involve a knowledge of the econ
omic foundations of social institutions, and he, in
spired by a life-long training that tends to make 
him an idealist, would revolt at these degrading 

„ exigencies that would tend to Commercialise his in
tellect, and debase hie personality with the instincts

fact ed-

re-
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i at-
We. the Social let Party of Canada affirm our alleg

iance to, and support of the principles and programme 
of the revolutionary working claaa

Labor, applied to natural resources, produces all 
wealth. The present economic atystem is based upon . 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently, all the products of labor belong to the capital
ist class. The capitalist Is, therefore, master; the 
worker a slave.

So long aa the capitalist class remains In possession 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend Its property rights In 
th «means of wealth production and Its control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist aa ever- 
swelling stream of profits, and to the worker, an ever 
Increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The interest of the working class lies Id netting 
Itself free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wage system, under which this exploitation, at 
the point of production, la cloaked. To accomplish 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist pro
perty In the means of wealth production Into socially 
controlled economic force»

The Irrepressible conflict of Interest between the 
capitalist and the worker necessarily expresses Itself 
aa a struggle for political supremacy. This la the 
Class Struggle

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise ss-. 
der the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with 
the object of conquering the political powers for the 
purpose of setting up and enforcing the 
programme of the working claaa, as follows:

1—The transformation, as rapidly aa
of capitalist property In the means af 
wealth production (natural leooarcea, factor
ies, mills, railroads, etc.) Into collective
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MAEX IN SOCIAL THEORY. class with the other. Claste” consciousness arise*
powm ,v„ dark lore, sreite U,„ per- jgLffjl&'S» °‘ U"“

b*StinhaP8 ? SUCh a pr0jeCtK)n by lhosc who le^ Here ends that par of this review of Marxian 
a need for such protection in a life m which onr"hold theory concerned —îti, " . .of thiugs is bat a sliding one. t^ory concerned , two mam intellectual and

In connection With the science of the classical Lan H^clkni^n «nd^l F^ Hsh^Vrl 

economists it is well to make another note a* to influenced Marx Stifog the formative y!HHf vonth " 
their point of view. That school was occupied with and the later veam nf h *• • * .
rx.mmm, the , „< ,fc,„ time , . " , ' "‘“"V" "
<if Iheir ‘‘historical pmert ” A, It H ««JC N sl'“«-the M.rrU. tl«ry

•*r*l«* 'h. Industrial i„„ ,„„k .««, ?
within Adam Smith’s active lifetime, and some of its 

significant beginnings passed immediately 
(1er his eyes.

& mcam<vI:
to rate the

Two>eat aeU^em^ii ________
pc riod of testing. Mr. M.cDonald leavea 
! > a superb record by hla work for peace and re- 

ration of Europe. When the note and w*"^r 
this election have faded, hundreds of Aoapdjf- 
those who voted again* him will regret his <$£ 

1> irture from the Foreign Office. The greater gain 
is that the

m-

St(

mof

8 working masses, at all events in the ' , j
K crowded industrial centres, have won for the flrat

hl 8 new sense of their own power, a new belief ..I
in t heir capacity to govern, and a new resolve to 
sh pc our social structure according to their <$wn 
ideals.

m
r-

“C.
more an- ANOTHER SLANT ON NEO MARXISM

^ et the Industrial Revolution does 
not lie within Adam Smith's historical present.” 
The new order of machine production was coming 
in, but handicraft

Confidence we have indeed won, not; per
haps. among the hesitating voters of the middle ‘ 

as Class; we have won it where above all we value
among the workers. It h w come to us in spite W ; ? cf* 
the handicap of our impo cnee in the House; it wiR^sÉi 

groit with our own fidelity to our Socialist, creed.
The years of opposition which lie before us must be 
yi .1rs of eonstmuetive and educational work. The *«( 
tactics of a minority, balanced uneasily between two ~ 
rival parties, need trouble us no longer." Our single 
aim must now be to attain at the next election *<. 
majority for a Socialist programme. We must car- 

own part we shall b, guided rather bv the total 9' °“r week by w«“k with unflagging will
vote, than by the ehane, distribution of’seats The' “,0 ^ v,1Ias:es of roral England. We must help .

the town workers, who are with us already in sym
pathy, to understand what Socialism means In mor
als and in economics.. So far from com pro raising or 
trimming, we have to restate Socialism in its most 
challenging and comprehensive form, 
lost office. We have gained the right to be 
selves.—The New Leader.

(Continued from page 5. 
another group to buy more of us. 
usual. “C.”

This will be enough 
wish to encroach on “ \ sted interests 

Next time Ï sjia 
ary myth in Marxism

Businesswas still pervasive and factory 
production and business enterprises in the bulk were 
also on a the present, as I do not 

as regards 
leal with the revolutkm- 

P. C.

comparatively small-scale plan. The 
facts of economic life could not then be appraised at 
their proper significance as a later examination in 
the light of after events was able to do. According
ly Adam Smith s examination of his 1 ‘ historical

newer

space.

%THE BRITISH ELECTIONSpre-
X etuaUy an examination of the receitf past, For a more accurate study of the strange results 

so also, by token, that the theorizing upon his vrfiivh the ambiguity of the Liberal attitude has 
historical present was conducted with the habits brought about, we must await the full returns. For 

of thought, preconceptions and standards formed in 
the recent past.

sent was a mmore

Hi
;

W

ljet us look at this early modem science with 
Veblen again:

measure of our success or disappointment trill be the 
number of ne wadherenls whom we have attracted
to our ranks throughout the country. We have 
losses to deplore which will be felt in the House. 
Misssliondfield has paid heavily for htr absence in 
Canada ; in Bradford the swinging of the Liberal 

to the Tory side h..s defeated Mr. Lcaeh, and 
deprived us of the ripe wisdom and serene courage 
of h red «lowett ; in Ismdon we have to regret espec
ially the defeat of Herbert Morrison, and the failure - 

a Ernest Hunter after a most encouraging fight. Dr. 
Salter, on the other hand, returns, and Mr. Dalton 
will bring a welcome reinforcement tu our debating 
strength. Mr. Lees-Smith has been aoFgly missed in 
the House, and his return is most welcome, as is also 
'he success of Miss Ellen Wilkinson and Ben Riley.

some“Along with the habits of thought peculiar to the tech
nology of handicraft, modern science also took 
assimilated much of the InsUtuttonal

over and We have
precon ce pt ion» * of

the era of handicraft and petty trade. Tne "natural laws.’
^tth the formation of which this early modern science is vote 
occupied are the rules governing natural ‘uniformities of 
sequence’; and I bey punctiliously formulate the due pro
cedure of any given cause creatively working out the 
achievement of a given effect, very much as the craft rules 
sagaciously specified the due routine for turning 
staple article of merchantable goods. But these "natural 

* science are also felt to have something of that 
Integrity and prescriptive moral force that belongs to the 
principles of the system of natural rights’ which the era 
of handicraft has contributed to the institutional scheme 
of later times. The natural laws were not only held to be 

true to fact, hot were also felt to be right and good. They Mr. Mosley has failed by the narrowest margin in his 
were looked upon as intrinsically meritorious, and béné
ficient, and were held to carry a sanction of their own. This

our-
-m
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gallant effort, bnt among the new facts of this elec
tion Is the certainty that Birmingham can be won for ■:0§• Namehabit of uncritically in pu ting merit and equity to the ’nat

ural laws’ of science continued in force through much of 
the nineteenth century;

g Labor.

Only when wc have before us the final figures of 
the total vote which each Party has polled, 
answer decidedly the question whether Labour has 
in a measure succeeded in realizing the objects which 
Mr. MacDonald had In view when he took office. 
Has there been a gain in confidence and in prestige! 
It is probable that the result would have been much

very much as the habitual ac
ceptance of the principles of ‘natural rightÿ has held on 
by force of tradition long after the exigencies of expre-- 
lence out of which these ‘rights’ sprang ceased to shape 

i"s habits of life. This traditional attitude of submis-

Addreaacan we

'
iNiatve approval toward the "natural laws’ of science has not 

yet been wholly lost, even among the scientists of the pass
ing generation, many of whom have uncritically invented 
these laws with a rectitude and excellence ; but SO far, at 
least, has this animus progressed towards disuse that It Is 
now chiefly a matter for expiation in the pulpit, the ac
credited vent tor the exudation of effete matter from the 
cultural organism ’’

Are my critics also in that companyf Still 
at that, says Veblen elsewhere, those preconceptions 
resemble the latdr assumptions of economic theory, 
that what is “normal” is also right.

Here, at this point I have done with the classical 
school and the question now is: What did Marx 
draw from that school in respect of pr^coneepti 
and. p stulates that influenced him in his theoretical 
work!

& ■ m
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Vital Problems In Social Evotntlnn ____
Science and Revolution ___ ___ _
The Militant Proletariat ________ ____ __
Evolution Social aad Organic_______ ____
Puritanism __

more favourable if the election had come in August. 
We have undoubtedly paid heavily for the unlucky 
handling of the Campbell affair and the Zinorieff 
letter. We contrived to give the impression of a lack 
of candour.

V,F„,

Llf
1.U

Our explanations came tardily, and 
when they eame, they failed to remove the suspicion 
that something discreditable was being concealed. 
As we look back on these crowded weeks, the doubt

even
LWt. /-
sec
*®°
see
seeincreases whether we did wisely to refuse an in

quiry into the Campbell affair. There was no truth Ethic» and History___ ___________
Orm» of Mind in Plant»________
The Triumph of Life____________
Social Revolution (Kautsky) ___

L? lb lb
— see
- «éewhatever in the suspicion which our opponents fos

tered. that ’extremists” were dominating the Gov
ernment The plain fact is that it would be diffi-

ons
S6 m

IT"-" M‘ .
if.- Eaaaye on Materialist

Conception of History (Lahriola)___

Paper Covers.

For one thing liis materialistic—Hegelian pre
conception of a self-realizing developmental trend in 
the process of things towards a goal fourni some- 

x thing of a like nature in the preconception of the 
classical school of a “benign order of nature and a 

meliorative trend” in events.

cult to name a angle Member in our Party who 
would have approved a prosecution in the Campbell

The Party was equally solid in its support of _ 
the Russian Treaty, and all of us would have regard- Wege-Laho^ M^x *PrDf" Boleche) 
ed the failure to complete it as a disaster. When th® independent Working‘ctass
heat and weariness of this struggle have passed we Manifesto — _____ ___ ________
•shall have to review at leisure the record of these Socialism. ütoptoMmd W
nine months, but our tests will not be those which Maatfeeto^ii p*™, ----- :---------- - -
onr opponents use. The shortcomings which have cUsee of’Belief to Oed\Latorgee> ^
injured us were to our tlùuking rather temperamen- and Be^lution (Lento).—II . ~
tal than intellectual. In ability and in devoted Twe-Be»ayToh HWtory rrinentitirteu eH 1r 'iftoJOiSt'- 
work our Front Bench did not fall short. Its lead-
erahip, however, too often lacked’ frankness in the 1
House. It was too ready to treat proper questions Chrte““2»“f ----------
as insults It thought too often in tnyf nfmiMipii Two Wmnimt 
adee and ploto, and gave undue weight to eleetien-' 
eering teeth* It rotoeWw faiM, w>*n the contest ^
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W Secondly, the Marxian doctrine of the natural 

right of the laborer to the full product of his toil, 
belongs to the system of natural rights.

Third, the Marxian class-struggle proceeds 
the lines of the hedonist Calculus : self-interest as the 
motive governing individual conduct in the utilitar
ian theory appears in Marx’s concept of the cladb- 
stniggle as class interest ; the struggle is a conflict 
of classes over the material mean» of life and is 
waged by the contending classes with a conscious
ness of the incompatible economic interests , of
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